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Introduction
If you like your smut with a bit of an Asian slant then why not look inside here and get a chance to Fuck
That Asian! You know what you want to see and there is plenty of it waiting for you in this oriental
palace of pleasure.

Adult Review
Like any oriental restaurant Fuck That Asian has quite a variety of things to enjoy in their buffet of beauties. These are
whoreientals originating from China, Japan, Korea, Thailand, The Phillipines and the rest of the South Pacific gathered inside
one very well designed website with the sole goal of getting you to serve all the cumquats in your lychee nuts!
  
  When TheTongue last looked this one site held more than 10 hours of video and hundreds of photos to go along with each
scene. The site also did a fine job of maintaining the tight focus that Fuck That Asian offers to the viewer who just can't get
enough ducksauce in his diet. 
  
  Each and every video is offered in multiple formats for dialup friendly and broadband enhanced download. None of the files
are DRM coded so once you download them to your computer they are yours to keep.
  
  On top of all those slits with slanted eyes you get the full list of sites shows on the right side of this review as well. Just the
one membership price gets you so many hundreds of hours of video that your cock will be screaming Banzai before you have
a chance to put your credit card back in your wallet.
  
  The only drawbacks to the site is that some of the content is non-exclusive material from DvDs that were released a few
years ago and none of the content was shot in High Definition. However, for what they charge and with all the other sites
they include this is one membership you will love long time!
  
  

Porn Summary
One from coulmn A and one from coulmn B, the lunch special at this website is always a crowd pleaser. With over 50
individual scenes this site offers more geisha gash than you can shake a chopstick at!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Is that spunk on her face or is she doing an ad for Pearl Cream?!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 81 Interface: 88
Support: 85 Unique: 78    Taste: 81        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
Load My Mouth (91) ,Swallow Me POV (90) ,Swallow Squirt (90) ,Bruno B Reloaded (89) ,Cover My Face (88) ,Deep In
Cream (88) ,Feet Frenzy (87) ,Sperm Cocktail (86) ,Real Squirt (85) ,Bang Me Boys (84) ,Flirty Pussy (84) ,Heavenly
Knockers (84) ,Hardcore Gangstas (83) ,Girly Gang Bang (83) ,Only DP (83) ,The Lucky Man (80) ,I Love It Black (80) ,Lex
Steele (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Asian, Exclusive, Hardcore, Interracial, PornStars, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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